
BRILL COMMUNICATION 

A SYSTEMATIC EFFECT OF STOCKING INTENSITY UPON THE SPECIFIC 

DEFOLIATION RATE OF SALTBUSH BY SHEEP 

This extends carlicr studies of sheep grazing saltbush 
shjubland near Whyalla, Sourh Australia, where limes 
spent in che difference parts af ihe flock9s range had been 

shown to be indivaled by (he corresponding depositions 

of (he egesta!®. That result enables quantitative estimates 
(ha sheep |) to be wade of the stocking inteusities 
experienced in cach ol the different parts of the range 

(SIP. stocking intensity of the part), by combining flack 
size, part area, and ranke caesta accumulations it an 

appropriate formula.= 
We also has been shown) Uhat SIP varies greatly 

throaghout each flock 's range ina consisten| way, whether 
the full-scale paddocks of the region or in very small 
experimental enclosures. Roughly a third of the range 
experiences SIP grading upwards from the paddock 

avenge shocking intensity (PSt=roral area divided! by Mock 
sive), the remainder wrading downwards. Greatest 

Tnlensilies are-ol yhagnitides equivalent ta about 7 PSI; 
Juwest meastirable intensities have values roughly 
equivalent to the PSI/16. 

Lasuly. it las been shown, in several cases, by tise ot 

4 leat-marking tectiniqueé that the extent of defohation 

of saltbushes jo ie various parts of the rangeland. ts 

lincurly refitted (co He concomitant accurmularions of sheep 
cesta in those pars Thus the sijuation has been reached 

where wiferred SEP and its immediate effects on plants 
such as sallbush, can be studied across the various open 
Jovaliries, WithOul constraining the Mock9s behaviour. 

The present reparr describes an unexpected new 
quantitative feature of those inter-relationships, revealed 
from a smal] enclosure of sallhush stocked with sheep. 

An enclosure 35% 100m was feneed aff in the midst of 
extensive saltbush shrubland on Middleback Station neat 
Whyalla, 5, Aust, a locity deseribed ji detail by Barker 
and Noble". The sheibland was dry and devoid af any 
preen grass, due to drought. Survey poles were ser about 
this enelosure such that observers could visually sector 

iL uto ten equal cells, and eaeh cell mito halves, by line 
of-sight, A drinking-trough and a holding pen were 

installed af one end, 
Ineaeli voll, bushes were counted sind 100 teaves of (vel) 

outermost foliage were marked, alistiburing the marks 
widely amonpst (he bushes9. The percentage loss of 
salthust foliage fren each cell wats estimated alsa by Ure 
wietliod of Andrew et af! A [lock of sever merino 
werhers (20 sheep ha 8) was introduced and left fur six 

days except for an inspection period every 24 h, during 
which the sheep were penned, Al each inspection, all egesta 

was recovered and measured trom each hall-cell separately, 

counts wea made of the loss af murked Jeaves, and the 
saltbush foliase bioniass was estimated in each cell During 
davlight, the activity of the Mock was observed from a 

distance, 

Contry to tua) oucormes, the sheep in this enclosure 
did pot setlie down for nearly three days, Instead they 
spent much more time than expected in Ure southertt 

(dovn-yvind) end of [he enclosurG just standing, Noe reason 
for this Was apparent. During the first chree days a high 
propornomal marked leaves which were fosp from bushes 

could be observed Uneaten, lying on the gronnd, and thus 

were eVidently broken oll simply by the passage of the 

sheep, These were removed. By (he mornitie of the fourth 

day (he sheep were grazing normally. 
However, no staristically-significant relationships could 

be Jenjonstrated at the end of the experiment, between 
cell evesta accumulation and cither of cell salibush lea! 
loss, or cell salthash foliage biomass reciction, Even when 
the two vamped-on cells were disregarded, no signiticant 
trends could be detected from the remaining cells. This 
was contrary fo the results of at least mvo earlier 

experiments, in which the relationships were significant. 
From a general point ol view, the outcome thus 

appeared lo be of analypical grazing episode (big. 1) in 
which flock behaviour was too aberrant tor the expected 
egesto Ueposition-saltbush defoliacion relationships to be 

evypressedl. 
Il was (herefure remarkable to discover that in cach vel! 

considered separately, the propressive accumularion of 
egesta and the progressive removal of marked saltbush 
leaves by the sheep, were fairly closely and sinoortily 
related (Fig. 2). The turther remarkable feature was that 
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lig. 1. The cumulative distribution of log, SIP (stocking 
intensity of the part) for the 20 paris of the sheep- 
stocked saltbush enclosure. The right-hand scale 
expresses SIP variation in terms of PSL (paddock 
average slockim intensity). By conmparison with Hilder9s 
1964 data (see Fig. | of Lange 1985), note rhe atypically 
low proportion af SIP = PSI. 
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the slopes of these relationships, i.c. egesta accumulated 
per tagged leaf taken4appeared Lo vary between cells in 
a Very systematic way. 
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Fig. 2. Cumulative egesta accumulation versus cumulative 
loss of marked saltbush leaves for 3 representative cells 
from the enclosure, Note how slopes are steeper in cells 
that accumulated more egesta. Lines with less (han 6 
points involved days with no sheep Visits. 

That is shown in Fig. 3 for the eight non-camped cells, 
where these slopes are plotted against the total lresh 
weights of sheep ceesta deposited on the cells over the six- 
day period. The equation of the linear regression is: 

y= -24 + 649%, 17 = 0.86, p < 0.001, 

where y = g egesta deposited per 1% tagged leaf removed 
(= slope), and x is kg egesta deposited. The intercept is 
nol significant, 

When the slopes are plotted against the natural 
logarithm of cell egesta accumulations, all ten cells 
including the camp-sites are accommodated in a very 
highly significant regression: 

y 156) 88.5 In (x), > » 0.92, p < 0,001, 

In this case the intercept is significant. 
These results reveal an unsuspected quantitative inter- 

relationship in flock-browse plant interaction, which is too 

significant to dismiss without atlention. 
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Fig. 3. Slopes as in Fig. 2, for each of the 8 non-camped 
cells of the enclosure, versus the corresponding totals 
of sheep egesta accumulated in cells over the 6-day 
period, 

On face value, the results imply that as SIP rises, the 
systematic defoliation rate of the saltbush by the sheep 
falls. 

Since marked leaves were observed lying detached upon 

the ground, during the early part of the six-day period, 
interpretation must allow for effects due to the mere 
passage ol sheep, as well as direct browsing. 

On general grounds, one might have thought that it 

there was to be an effect of this nature, then it might have 
increased not decreased the specific defoliation rate. Thal 

is, crowding as SIP increased might have been expected 
to increase incidental physical damage to salibushes, thus 
removing more leaves per sheep, not less, But the reverse 
applied. Bush density did vary slightly from cell to cell, 
but not in any way thal explained this effect. 

The effect remains unexplained and serves as a reminder 
that little is yet understood of line details at the grazing 
interface between sheep and sallbush. Since it is 
demonstrated so far only from this single experiment, it 
requires verification, and further (rials will be undertaken, 
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NEW RECORDS OF SPIDERS (ARACHNIDA: ARANEAE) FROM SOUTH 

AUSTRALIA 

BY BERNARD GUERIN 

Summary 

The spider fauna of South Australia is largely unknown due to a lack of systematic collecting over 

the years. Few studies have been published and these are based on material collected incidentally to 

other groups. Thus the larger and wandering spiders are better known than cryptic and nocturnal 

species. 


